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Abstract

LightHypernucleiarea vitaltestinggroundforour understandingof theHyperon-
Nucleoninteraction.We haveperformedmicroscopiccalculationsoffourand five-body
hypernucleiusingtheNijmegennucleon-nucleonand hyperon-nucleoninteractions.Our
calculationsincludeexplicitSigmadegreesoffreedom.Thesedegreesoi'freedomarequite
importantsince,illcontrasttotheA - N massdifferenceof_ 300MeV, the_ resonanceis
onlyabout80 MeV abovetheA. Inaddition,althoughthereisno one-pion-exchangeinthe

AN diagonalchannel,thislongest-rangetermdoescontributetothetransitionAN - _N
interaction.

Our variationalcalculationsshow thattheA=4 spin0 groundstatebindingenergyis

wellreproducedby theNijmegenHN interaction,a one-bosonexchangemodelfi_tothe
availablescatteringdata.The spinIexcitedstateand theA--5groundstatearestrongly
underbound,however.We demonstratetheimportanceofthestrongtensortermsofthe
Nijmegenmodel,particularlythoseinthetransitionchannel,inobtainingthisresult.The
Umiteddatacurrentlyavailableforhyperon-nucleonscatteringmust be greatlyimproved
inordertoplacereasonableconstraintson theinteraction.

I. Introduction

Hypernucleican be an importanttoolinfurtheringour understandingofQCD at low mo-

mentum scales.The strangevalencequarksofferan additionalprobe;one thatcan be very

importantindeterminingwhether,and atwhat scale,nucleiand hypernucleican be considered

systemsofinteractingmesons and baryons.LightHypernucleiareparticularlyvaluablebecause

theyofferthe possibilityof performingreliablecalculationswith 'realistic'hyperon-nucleon

(HN) interactions,thusprovidingtestsofthe meson-baryonpicture.Although the importance

oflighthypernucleiin thisregardhas been recognizedfora longtime,1,2progresshas been

severlyhampered by the lackofdirectexperimentaldataon the hyperon-nucleoninteraction.

Severalapproacheshavebeen followedinthestudyoflighthypernuclei.Gibson and Afnan

havestudiedtensorand A-IE conversioninthehypertritonusingseparablepotentialequations,a

Gibsonand Lehman haveusedasimilarmethod tostudythe4-bodygroundand spin-flipexcited

states.4 In a somewhat differentvein,Usmani and Bodmer have proposedphenomenological

modelsofthe HN interaction,5 usingvariationalcalculationstodeterminethepropertiesofthe
HN interaction.

These models fitthe scatteringdata below the Z threshold,but do not includeexplicit

Z degreesof freedom. Therefore,in orderto fitthe bindingenergiesof lighthypernuclei,

strongthree-bodyLambda-Nucleon-Nucleon(ANN) interactionsmust be included.Strong

forcesareexpectedtheoreticallysincethe Z isonlyabout 80 MeV above the A. In addition,



the AN interaction haz no one-pion-exchange term, but this long range exchange is present in
the AN - EN transition interaction. These strong three-body force model._ can provide lits to
the binding energies of light hypernuclei and the 'well depth' of a A in nuclear matter, although
they have been obtained with very simplified NN interaction models.

We have followed a somewhat different approach and include 'realistic' interactions explicit

degrees of freedom in our calculations. This necessarily makes the calculations somewhat
more difficult, as the number of available isospin channels increases dramatically. It does have

some strong conceptual advantages, however, in that results can be tied much more closely to
scattering data; particularly to any data obtained near or above the EN threshold. Direct
experimental tests of three-body interactions are very difficult to obtain, in our calculations we

attempt avoid three-body forces through the introduction of E degrees of freedom. Of course,
there are other possible contributions to a three-body ttNN interaction, but these are expected
to be comparatively small.

Even though the experimental data is sparse, one-boson-exchange models of the hyperon-
nuc!con interaction are available. Since the available data is very limited, these models makes

certain rather strong assumptions, in particular the assumption of SU-3 symmetry in the meson-

baryon coupling constants. In this paper, we review recent results of variational calculation_ with
the soft-core Nijrnegen hyperon-nucleon interaction, 6 and discuss the features of the interaction
that are important to the structure of light hypernuclei.

2. Light Hypernuclei

Light Hypernuclei have formed the basis of many investigations into the ttN interaction. In
a very simple model, at least, they offer a good deal of information on the spin-dependence of
the interaction. As shown in Table 1, the various nuclei contain significantly different niixtures

of the spin-singlet and triplet interactions. Also given in the table are the A binding energies
of the various states; the difference in binding between the 'core' non-strange nucleus and the

hypernucleus.

Table 1. Light Hypernuclei and A Separation Energies

J" B^ S=0 S=i

,_H 1//2+ 0.13 (0.05) 3//4 1//4 ,
,_H 0+ 2.04 (0.04) 1//2 1//2

 ,ae o+ 2.39 (008) 1/2 1/2
1+ 1.00 (0.06) 1/6 5/6

4He 1+ 1.24 (0.06) 1/6 5/6
,_Ile 1//2+ 3.12 (0.02) I//4 3//4......

In these calculations, we have limited ourselves to the _H _;round and excited states and the
5 He ground state. As is apparent in the table, the spin-triplet part of the interaction dominatesA

the spin 1 excitation in _,H and the ,_He ground state. The triplet interaction is apparently less
attractive than the spin singlet, since the spin 1 excited state is about 1 MeV higher than the

spin 0 ground state of A=4. We will not address the 3.body system, as the very small binding
presents some technical difficulties. We plan to address this problem in the future. Also, we will
discuss charge symmetry breaking in light hypernuclei only very briefly.

Of course, in reality the picture given in the table is much too simple. In reality there are
many more distinctions in the interaction than just that between spin singlet an,4 spin triplet.
For exasnple, This simple picture completely ignores higher order tensor effects and sigma degrees
of freedom (or three-body forces). Hence we consider calculations with more realistic models
that include these effects.

t
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3. Hamiltonian

For the light hypernuclei, we take a ttamiltonian of the form:

+ 52 v,y:,N ::)
i l i<j i(j<k i,I

where the sums over iU and k run over nucleons and I is the hyperon. The operator Ti is the
usual non-relativistic kinetic energy for the nucleons, while Ti includes a mass-difference term
in the IE channel:

"---h2 V_]P A + [Mr, - MA + _-h2 V21P II (2)T' = L2MA ,J ,

We use the Nijmegen model 7 for the NN interaction; it has the general form:

1 omv'(,',5)] (a)v,7_=_ _[v_(,,_)or;+ ,,
rn

The operators O_ may be taken as:

Oq = {1,_i.aj,Sq,L.Sq,L_j,L_scri.crj,p_5,p25cri'aj}(_(1, ri'r ii (4)

where the V m are functions of the pair separation r;5 and the cross indicates any possible
combination of one term in the first bracket with one in the second. In this expression Sij

represents the tensor operator and Lq represents the relative angular momentum of the pair,
we have included the Urbana Model 7 three-nucleon interaction s in our calculations to

provide a somewhat better fit to the ground state properties of three- and four-body nuclei.
This interaction consists of a two-pion-exchange three-nucleon interaction at large distances and
a short range repulsive term. While one might argue that it would be conceptually preferable to
include explicit A degrees of freedom instead of a three-nucleon interaction, computations with
such a model do not appear feasible at present due to the vast number of spin-isospin states.

The Nijmegen soft-core interaction 6 has been used for the HN interaction. This interaction
may be written in the form of Eq. 3, where the operators are:

''5}@ (5)0, 5 -- {1,a'i.a'i,Sij,L'Sii,L/25,L_.io'i'o'j,pi_,pi5o'i

{AN- AN,AN- SN,S_"- _:N(T= Z/U),P.N- P.N(T= al2)}(_){_,e*},

where ali possibilities including one term from each bracket are allowed. Note that in addition

to the spin and isospin operators, there is also a spatial permutation operator. In our current
calcula'Lions we have used only the even-parity terms in the interaction. This should be a good

approximation due to the dominant nature of the even-parity components in s-shell hypernuclei.
We plan to investigate the importance of the odd-parity components in the future.

The central and tensor terms in the Nijmegen interaction are shown in Figure 1. Much of the
attraction in the spin singlet channel comes from the central term, the (attractive) transition

terms aJ:e relatively weak. In contrast, though, the central terms in the spin triplet interaction
contribute almost no attraction. Whatever attraction is present arises through the couplings

to the Y',N channel, in particular through the tensor couplings. Note that the diagonal tensor
interaction is relatively weak in the AN channel, but the tensor interaction in the AN - Y:N
transition and the EN diagonal channels is quite strong and includes terms with the range of
one-pion-exch ange.
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lt should be noted that the form of the many-body Hamiltonian is not uniquely determined
by the two-body results, since we are including transition operators to particles with different
masses. The difficulties are associated with the fact that the Hamiltonian is not Galilean in-

variant. In writing down two-body equations, one usually begins with relative coordinates and
reduced masses without discussing the full coordinate system. This leads to an ambiguity in few-
body calculations, where other (inequivalent) choices have been made in the pat, particularly
in momentum-space calculations. We work in a frame such that (_ pi)@ = 0, and assume that
the transition operator does not involve any spatial translation of the particles. This particular
choice seems most natural, though, in that it incorporates cluster separability, lt seems unlikely
that these different choices significantly affect results in the low-energy regime.

4. Method

We have used the Variational Monte Carlo method to calculate the properties of the s-shell
hypernuclei. As in any variational method, we assume a form of trial wave function @T{a}
with a set of embedded parameters {a}, and minimize the expection value of the Hamiltonian
with respect to changes in the parameters {a}. Monte Carlo methods are used to evaluate the
necessary integrals.

Details of this method are widely described in the literature, 9'1° here we only present the
form of variational wave function and describe the additions necessary to study hypernuclei.
First, however, we compare Variational Monte Carlo results with 'exact' Faddeev results for the
triton. For non-strange nuclei, the variational wave function is of the form:

=S[-[ (6)
i<j

where _ is an anti-symmetrized product of one-particle states. For s-shell ground states, we can
choose _ to be independent of the spatial coordinates. For example, in the triton

¢=.4[(t .)2(T (7)
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The nucleon-nucleon pair correlation operators Fi_ N are obtained from solutions of twc_.body
differential equations of the general form:

-h
-_v + o,j(r) + Aq(r)]F,j(r) = 0. (8)

The variational parameters are embedded in the functional lbrm of Aij. Ignoring spin dependence
(which is included in the real calculation)the pair correlation operator must have the form

F(r) ---*exp(_-2PEsePi,2 r)/r (9)

as one nucleon is separated from tile remaining core. The function X(r) is chosen such that
this asymptotic condition is satisfied, where the separation energy Es,.p is a variational param-
eter which controls the long-distance properties of the wave function. There are additional

parameters which govern the short-range properties of )_(r).
An up,coupled equation is solved in the singlet channels, while coupled channel solutions

are determined for the triplet states. The triplet state solutions yield both a central and a
tensor correlation. The complete set of solutions in the various channels can be transformed
into operator form:

F, N= )0,7, (10)
m

where the 0 m include central, cri. _ri, o'i.o'jri.rj, Si.i, and Sijri.rj operators. For the ground
state of the triton, a variational wave function of this form gives an energy of-7.25 4- 0.03 MeV. lt
An 'exact' Faddeev calculation, in contrast, gives -7.63. The difference between variational and
exact results of 0.4 MeV is fairly typical of those obtained with other realistic interaction models.

Wiringa 12has recently added three-body and L. Sij correlations to the variational wave function
and diminished the discrepancy.

When the Urbana Model 7 TNI is included, the variational ground state energy of the
triton decreases to -7.86 4- 0.06 MeV. This is :_till somewhat above the experimental _.nergy of
-8.48, but the small difference is unlikely to affect the A particle separation energy significantly.
Similarly, the alpha particle binding energy for the Nijmegen plus TNI model is -27.1 + 0.2
MeV, approximately one MeV higher than the experimental -28.3 MeV. In principle we could
adjust the strength of the TNI to reproduce experimental results, but this appears to be an
unr_ecessary refinement at this stage.

The hypernuclear wave functions are obtained as straightforward generalizations of the non-
strange nuclei:

The state q_ is again a Slater determinant, for example:

= .4[(n t)2(pt)a(pth](A t)5, (12)

where the anti-symmetrization A runs over the nucleons alone. We have also tried wave functions
which in which the ItN correlations act either before or after the NN interactions rather than

being fully symmetrized. These forms of wave function give poorer variational bounds than the
fully symmetrized product.

Of course the pair correlation operators are different in the case of a hyperon-nucleon pair.
They are again obtained as solutions of two-body equations with the form of equation 8, but
the operator structure is now:

Fi_ N -- fiTOiT, (13)
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with operators

o,? = {l, . ,,z,si,}@ {1,T,}. (1.t)
The transition operator Tit converts a AN pair to an isospin 1/2 EN pair and vice versa. Up
to the present, we do not include a distinct correlation operator for Lhc diagonal EN diagonal,

these higher-order effects shou!d be small. The wave function of a 'hyper-deuteron', were one
to be bound, could be expressed exactly in this form.

The asymptotic behavior of the hyperon wave function is governed by a variational parameter

E_v, just as for the nucleon above. Of course, the E component of the wave function must decay
more rapidly due to the increased mass in the E channel. This difference is incorporated by

taking two different asymptotic forms for the function A(r) in the A and E channels. Several
additional variational parameters are adjusted to determine the short-range properties.

HN correlation
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Examples of the HN correlation, as obtained for _He, are given in Figure 2. The apparent
small size of the tensor correlations are an artifazt of the normalization chosen for the tensor
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operator, lt differs by a factor of v_ from the c_fficient usually chosen to describe the d-state
component of the deuteron wave function. In fact, the tensor components of the interaction are
very important, as we will show in the next section.

5. Results

"_'e first concentrate on the ground state energy of _lle. Our calculations give a binding
ener_y of 1.6 :t= 0.1 MeV, while the experimental value is 2.0 MeV. The difference is quite small
and well within the uncertainties of our variational calculations. Given the lack of experimental

scattering data, obtaining agreement at this level for even the ground state is rather surprising.
The agreement arises primarily because the ground state is sensitive to the singlet and triplet
interactions at roughly the same level (Table 1), and hence in a simple model there are 1 1/2
singlet HN pairs and 1 1/2 triplet pairs in _He. For this reason, second-order tensor effects
should be fairly small. These effects are important when more than one HN pair are in a relative
D'state at the same time.

The spin-flip excited state of _He, however, is very strongly underbound in our calculations.
Experimentally, this state should be bound by about 1 MeV, but we find it to be only very
lightly bound in our calculations. In order to understand the causes of the large spin-splitting
in the Nijmegen model, we have performed calculations where the variational parameter E,_p
is fixed at the experimental separation energy of the A. This essentially fixes the size of the
hyperon's wave function.

The J'_ = 1+ state of _lle is strongly dominated by the spin-triplet interaction. In fact,
in the simple model above 2 1/2 HN pairs would be in a triplet state and only half a pair in
the singlet state. Consequently, the second-order tensor effects are very important. Comparing
two interactions that are 'equivalent' in terms of two-body data (the total cross-section, for
example), the one with a large tensor component will provides less attraction in a few-body
bound state.

These effects are very well-known in standard few-body nuclear physics, and are also very
important there. Two potentials which give the same deuteron binding energy can give vastly
different alpha particle binding energies if the relative strengths of the tensor interaction are very
different. Fortunately, the scattering data in the NN channel is sufficient to provide reasonable
constraints on the strength of the tensor interaction. The same is not true for the HN interaction,
however.

Our results are summarized in Table 2, where in each case we have fixed the separation

energy parameter of the variational wave function to the experimental value. As is evident from

the table, the ground state of _He is also very strongly underbound in this model. In fact, if
fixing the separation energy at 3 MeV gives no h binding at all. Clearly we could obtain some
small binding by letting the wave function extend to very large distances; in the limit that the
wave function becomes very large we trivially obtain the energy of an isolated alpha + A.

Table 2. Calculated A Separation Energies

N ij-megen Exp.t 'Singlet Model'

_H(0 +) 1.6 (0.1) 2.0 2.0 (0.1) [adjusted]

_H(1 +) -0.2 (0.1) 1.0 2.0 (0.1)

He(1/2+) -0.S (0.4) 31  ,4.5 (0.7)



For comparison purposes, we also show some results labeled 'singlet model' in the 'Fable.
These results were obtained from applying a scaled version of the Nijmegen soft-core spin singlet
interaction in ali channels. This, of course, gives a very simple interaction with no tensor force.
The importance of the E channel is significantly reduced in this simple model because of the
lack of a one-pion tensor term. However, the cancellation between the spin singlet and triplet

transition operators that occurs in the original model no longer occurs.
Of course, using the pure singlet interaction in ali channels is too attractive, so we apply a

common scale factor of 0.9 to ali the terms to reduce the attraction and fit the ground state

energy of 4Atte. This interaction, of course, has not been fit to the scattering data and is
intended solely as a guide to understanding the few-body physics of hypernuclei. This 'singlet
model' gives significantly too strong a binding energy for _He, as indicated in the table. If
we retain the earlier restriction that the variational parameter that fixes the size of tile wave

function be kept at the experimental separation energy ( 3 MeV ), we find that the A is bound to
the nucleus by 4.5 MeV. Relaxing this restriction would, of course, provide even greater binding.

These results, obtained in the absence of a tensor force, are reminiscent of the classical

'overbinding' problem in _He. Simple two-body forces which correctly predict the 4-body
binding energy tend to overbind the 5-body system. Our interaction is slightly more complicated
(it includes momentum-dependent and transition terms), but still yields the same physics. The

tensor interaction plays an important role in the binding energy systematics of light hypernuclei.
As a further illustration of that role, we have compiled the expectation values of various

potential terms in each of the light hypernuclei. The results are given in Table 3. The total
HN potential energy is given in the first row, and the contributions of selected momentum-
independent interaction terms are also listed. Of particular importance is the fraction of the
'attraction arising through tensor terms; especially the transition tensor. The central part of
the triplet interaction, in contrast, gives a slight repulsion. This is ir accord with expectations
based upon the interaction shown in Figure lc.

Table 3. Potential Expectation Values of Light Hypernuclei

IH(0 + ) ,_H(i +) _ He( 1/2 +)

-(VH'N) (lVleV) '-13.1 (0.5) -6.1 (0...4) -12.9 (0.5)
Spin sin glet Central

nN ..... -2.9 (0.2) -0.9 (0.'1) -2.8 (0.3)

...AN - _N -0.9 (0.1) -0.1 ' (0.1) -0.3 (0.1)
Spin Triplet Central

AN 1.8 (0.2) 0.6 (0.2) 1.8 (0.7)

AN -- EN -3.5 (0.2) -1.5 (0.1) -2.8 (0.3)
S:_in T_.'i!.pletTensor

ATV.... -0.5 (0.1) -0.3 (0.1) .... -0.5 (0.i)

- -4,5 (o.2) -2.7 (o.1)
Transiti'on Fraction

 8.o n.o 6T,o
Probabilities

-A(%--) -- "" 97.8 (0.1) 99.3" (6".'1) 98.5 .....(0.1)

2.2 (0:1) 0.8 1.5

Energies are given in MeV, and parentheses indicate statistical errors.

The fraction that ali momci_:um-independent AN - ]EN transition terms contribute is also
given in the table, it is nearly 65°£ for all the hypernuclei. Qualitatively, this large fraction is
in agreement with the strong three-body force model_ of U,imani and Bodmer. It is difficult to

................................... ]lllll i l I 1 Iliil"l................... ,r,......................... III Ii .........



make quantitative comparisons, however.
Also shown in the table is the probability to find a E hyperon in the nucleus. The fractions

appear to be quite small, around 1 - 2 %. ttowever, one must recall that the hyperons are very
loosely bound, and consequently there are large portions of configuration space far from the
'core' nucleus where the presence of a E is energetically unfavorable. The A and E densities

of _tIe are plotted in figure 3' as a function of the distance to the center-of-mass of the core
nucleus. Although this is a somewhat artificial construction of the density, it provides the best
illustration of the situation.

Single Particle Densities

0.015 ..... . ., , - , .....

a
a
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Figure 3) One body densities in _ He, measured from the 'core' center-of-mass.

Note that the IE density does not fall off as fast as one might expect based upon the A- Z mass
difference. The one-pion-exchange term in the interaction allows the lE density to be appreciable
at sizable distances from the core. Nevertheless, although the lE density is approximately 7% of

the hyperon density in the c_3re region, it is only about 2% overall.
We have also briefly examined the charge-symmetry breaking terms in the Nijmegen interac-

tion. The CSB is quite small in the Nijmegen soft-core interaction, and consequently it cannot

explain the 4H - _He separation energy difference. Earlier Nijmegen HN interaction models
included a larger CSB component.

6. Conclusions

From the results presented in the previous section, it is apparent that the current ttyperon-
Nucleon interaction models provide a good fit to the ground state 4He binding energy, but do
not reproduce the spin-splittiag in the four body hypernuclei or the ground state of _He. This
is perhaps not surprising, given the fact that the J_ = 1+ _H state and the 1+ are strongly
affected by higher-order tensor effects, and that there is no scattering data which would help to
pin down the spin depender, ce of.'the Hyperon-Nucleon interaction.

Clearly one could construct a phenomenological HN interaction model which fits the bind-

ing energies of 4 and 5-body hypernuclei as well as the current scattering data. We have not
attempted this exercise, but possible general features of such an interaction are clear. As com-

pared to the Nijmegen soft-core interaction, the spin-singlet interaction need not be changed
a great deal. In the triplet channel, though, one could reduce the discrepancies by decreasing

10



the tensor and tensor-transition strengths while simultaneously increasing the attraction in the
central term.

The real test of any interaction model, however, will only come with a much larger ar-

ray of Hyperon-Nucleon scattering data. Two elements are particularly important,: (1) spin-
dependence below _ threshhold and perhaps even more importantly (2) further t_.'sts of the
strength of A_ coupling and its spin dependence. This scattering data will put rather severe
constraints upon the rneson-baryon based HN interaction models, and allow us to de_ermine if

they provide a reasonable approximation to hypernuclear physics.
This work was supported by the U. S. Department of Energy
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